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Analyzing, constructing, and translating between graphical, pictorial, and mathematical representations
of physics ideas and reasoning flexibly through them (“representational competence”) is a key character-
istic of expertise in physics but is a challenge for learners to develop. Interactive computer simulations and
University of Washington style tutorials both have affordances to support representational learning. This
article describes work to characterize students’ spontaneous use of representations before and after working
with a combined simulation and tutorial on first-order energy corrections in the context of quantum-
mechanical time-independent perturbation theory. Data were collected from two institutions using pre-,
mid-, and post-tests to assess short- and long-term gains. A representational competence level framework
was adapted to devise level descriptors for the assessment items. The results indicate an increase in the
number of representations used by students and the consistency between them following the combined
simulation tutorial. The distributions of representational competence levels suggest a shift from perceptual
to semantic use of representations based on their underlying meaning. In terms of activity design, this study
illustrates the need to support students in making sense of the representations shown in a simulation and
in learning to choose the most appropriate representation for a given task. In terms of characterizing
representational abilities, this study illustrates the usefulness of a framework focusing on perceptual,
syntactic, and semantic use of representations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Analyzing, constructing, and translating between graphi-
cal, pictorial, and mathematical representations of physics
ideas, and reasoning flexibly through them is a key character-
istic of expertise in physics. Etkina et al. list “the ability to
represent physical processes in multiple ways” as the first of
seven key scientific abilities [1]. The ability towork with and
translate between representations is a key difference between
novice and expert problem solving [2,3]. Different repre-
sentations emphasize and deemphasize different aspects of
the same concept [4,5], so that fluency in a critical con-
stellation of representations may be necessary for deep
understanding [6]. The integration of multiple representa-
tions can lead to emergent insights into a problem, develop
conceptual understanding, and facilitate transfer of knowl-
edge across contexts [7]. Understanding multiple represen-
tations is necessary for students to make sense of physics
textbooks and online materials.
However, abundant research shows that university

physics students at all levels have problems employing

representations and using them consistently and reflectively
(see, e.g., Refs. [8–10]). Studies have found representation
dependent cueing, where features of the representation
given in a problem have a significant impact on student
success [11–13]. A validated representational fluency
survey has shown a distinct gap between low level first
year students and more advanced students that use a greater
quantity and variety of representations [14–16]. Studies
focusing on interactive simulations have found student
difficulties with the semantics of the representations shown
and the relationships between them [17].
Given the importance of representational abilities and

difficulties in attaining them, there is a need to characterize
students’ representational abilities and to assess which
types of scaffolding support representational learning.
A main focus in this paper is to investigate the role of
interactive computer simulations in combination with
University of Washington style tutorials in developing
representational abilities, and to characterize students’
use of representations prior to and after working with
these materials using a range of measures.
This article refers to representations as the different

external and perceptual forms by which physics concepts
can be understood, applied and communicated, such as
pictures, diagrams, graphs, tables, text, and mathematics
(see, e.g., Ref. [18] for a classification of visual represen-
tations). We are interested in students’ use of standard
scientific representations rather than their abilities to invent
and design new representations (this latter being an aspect
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of so-called metarepresentational competence [19]). In this
article, we define representational competence in terms of
the work of Kozma and Russell in chemistry education
[20]: this includes (in slightly abbreviated form)
(1) the ability to use representations to describe observ-

able phenomena in terms of underlying entities and
processes;

(2) the ability to generate or select a representation and
explain why it is appropriate for a particular purpose;

(3) the ability to identify and analyze features of
representations;

(4) the ability to describe how different representations
say the same thing in different ways or something
that can not be said with another;

(5) the ability to make connections across different
representations and to explain the relationship
between them;

(6) to explain how representations correspond to but are
distinct from the phenomena they represent;

(7) and the ability to use representations and their
features to support claims, draw inferences, and
make predictions.

The focus here is primarily on abilities 2, 3, 5, and 7 of
this list. Similar to the work by Kohl and Finkelstein [3], the
focus is on students’ representational abilities in a particular
physics context. Thus, the focus is not, for example, on
students’ abilities with graphs in general, but rather students’
ability to make sense of particular graphs and link them to
other representations in a given physics context.
Interactive computer simulations are powerful tools that

have been shown to be effective in helping students learn a
wide range of physics topics [21]. They often make use of
rich static and dynamic visualizations including submicro-
scopic domains that can make the invisible visible [22].
Through the design and layout of the simulation features,
students can be implicitly guided towards the learning
goals [23].
University of Washington style tutorials [24] have been

shown to improve students’ conceptual understanding [25].
The quantum mechanics tutorial worksheets require stu-
dents to engage with some of the most difficult concepts
and are scaffolded to guide students through a process that
will help them build a more robust, conceptually accurate
model for the material [26]. Tutorials are used to supple-
ment lectures and take place in small group settings where
students work together with a high level of instructor
support.
Both simulations and tutorials have particular affordan-

ces, and limitations, to support representational learning.
Tutorials can elicit prior knowledge of students in a
systematic way. They focus on the qualitative interpretation
of equations and get students to construct mathematical and
graphical representations, analyze their features, and reason
through them [27].
Interactive simulations can include multiple representa-

tions of the same phenomenon such as text, graphs,

pictures, and mathematics. The interactive elements and
dynamical linking of representations can help students
make sense of the representations shown and explore the
relationships between them. Simulations allow students to
quickly explore a large parameter space, reducing the
likelihood of students arriving at incorrect conclusions
because only a small number of cases have been consid-
ered. Simulations can enhance engagement through inter-
activity and gamelike features, and can give students direct
feedback on their understanding through the displayed
quantities and in-built challenges.
In this study we have used a simulation and tutorial in

two different ways: as two separate activities, and as a
newly developed simulation-tutorial activity designed to
employ the affordances of each. The combined simulation-
tutorial starts with questions without simulation support
focusing on eliciting prior knowledge, interpreting
mathematical relations and constructing graphical repre-
sentations used in the simulation to support student under-
standing of these representations. Students then continue
working with the simulation to quickly explore a larger
parameter space and get feedback on their understanding,
and answer questions with simulation support to extend and
generalize their findings.
This study characterizes students’ spontaneous use of

representations before and after working with different
combinations of a simulation and a tutorial on first-order
energy corrections in the context of quantum-mechanical
time-independent perturbation theory. This study aims to
assess the extent to which students made sense of the
representations used in the simulation-tutorial and explic-
itly linked representations based on their underlying
meaning. Thus, the overall aim was to characterize repre-
sentational learning using the materials.
The research questions investigated in the context of

quantum-mechanical time-independent perturbation theory
include the following:
(1) Can one characterize how students are using repre-

sentations via the number and type of representa-
tions spontaneously used and the consistency
between them?

(2) Can one characterize students’ written responses in
terms of representational competence levels, and is it
possible to measure differences in the distribution
of student responses across these levels following
targeted instruction?

This article is structured as follows: The materials
developed for the study and data collection are
outlined in Sec. II. The development of representational
competence level descriptors and the coding of the data are
outlined in Sec. III. The following sections present the
short- and long-term shifts in students’ use of representa-
tions (Sec. IV) and discuss the results in terms of
activity design and characterizing representational learning
(Sec. V).
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II. STUDY DESIGN

The research study focused on the topic of first-order
energy corrections in the context of quantum-mechanical
time-independent perturbation theory. The materials devel-
oped for the study included an interactive simulation
designed to link to the existing University of Washington
tutorial on first-order energy corrections; the design of a
separate simulation activity and a combined simulation-
tutorial; and assessment items for use in the pre-, mid-, and
post-tests. The study design and time line of data collection
are shown in Fig. 1 and are discussed in detail below.
Perturbation theory is a powerful technique in quantum

mechanics to obtain approximate solutions to potentials that
differ only little from ones where the analytical solutions to
the Schrödinger equation are known. In first-order time-
independent perturbation theory, the correction to the energy

eigenvalues is given by Eð1Þ
n ¼ hnð0ÞjV̂jnð0Þi, where the

superscripts 0 and 1 refer to unperturbed and first-order
perturbed, respectively, and V̂ is the perturbation to the
potential. For the cases discussed here with a one-
dimensional infinite square well of width L and a perturba-
tion that is only a function of position, the energy correction

is given by an integral that can be reordered to Eð1Þ
n ¼

R
L
0 VðxÞjψ ð0Þ

n ðxÞj2dx. Thus, the first-order energy correction
is given by the inner product of the perturbation and the
probability density, both of which are functions of position.
Note that “energy correction” in this article refers to the
first-order energy correction throughout, and that V, ψ ,
and ψ2 are used to denote VðxÞ, ψðxÞ, and ψðxÞ2.
The learning goals of the materials used in this study

were for students to be able to determine the sign and
relative magnitude of the energy correction for a given
energy level from the shape of the perturbation and the
corresponding probability density, and to use symmetry
considerations to explain why some perturbations have zero
energy corrections.
As part of the QuVis Quantum Mechanics Visualization

Project [28] we developed an interactive simulation on first-
order energy corrections [29] that linked to the existing
University of Washington tutorial on this topic [26]. A
screenshot of the simulation is shown in Fig. 2. The
simulation shows an infinite square well that is perturbed
by different potentials, with the energy level diagram on the

left showing the unperturbed and perturbed energy levels as
well as the energy correction as the shaded region between
them. Students can choose between different perturbations
and change their strength via the middle-bottom panel.
Students can click on a perturbed energy level to bring up
the graphs on the right showing the perturbation V, the
probability densityψ2 corresponding to the chosen level, and
the product graph Vψ2, all as a function of position. The top
right panel shows the integral expression for the energy
correction and the sign of the energy correction. Help buttons
(labeled with “?”) bring up short texts explaining the
displayed quantities. A second “Perturbation Game” tab
asks students to perturb thewell so that it absorbs photons of a
given energy by choosing both the perturbation shape and
strength.
In 2016 we used the University of Washington tutorial on

the topic of first-order energy corrections. This tutorial was
designed to take an entire 50-min class period after lecture
instruction on perturbation theory. The tutorial has students
consider several perturbations to the infinite square well.
Students are asked to qualitatively reason whether the
energy corrections will be positive, negative, or zero.
The simulation activity in both years encouraged explo-

ration by asking students to play with the simulation and
list three things they had found out about the energy
corrections. The activity then aimed to get students to make
sense of the representations shown by asking them to make
sketches of the energy level diagram and the Vψ2 product
graph and explain these sketches. The activity included
questions getting students to reason through the represen-
tations, e.g. to explain why a given perturbation has zero
energy correction or a positive energy correction for all
energy levels. Finally, the activity included questions
asking students to make sketches of perturbations different
to ones shown in the simulation that fulfilled certain
criteria. For example, it asked students to sketch a pertur-
bation for which the energy correction of the ground state is
greater than that of the first excited state.
For the 2017 combined simulation-tutorial, the activity

started with questions without simulation support similar
to the start of the original tutorial that asked students to
construct representations they would be seeing in the
simulation. In this first part, students were asked to interpret
the equation for the energy correction, make sketches of the
probability densities for the ground state and the first
excited state in an infinite square well, to combine the
probability density graphs with a simple perturbation that is
nonzero only in a small region, and to qualitatively add the
perturbed energies to an energy level diagram. The activity
then went on to ask students to work with the simulation
and answer further questions, similar to the 2016 simu-
lation activity. To keep the total 2017 combined simulation-
tutorial length similar to the 2016 simulation activity, we
removed and modified some questions from both the 2016
tutorial and simulation activity.FIG. 1. The study design and time line of data collection.
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The combined simulation-tutorial attempts to combine
the unique affordances of the simulation and tutorial
environments. Having the students engage with the
concepts prior to using the simulation elicits their current
thinking about the energy correction equation, the graphi-
cal interpretation of the wave functions and the perturba-
tion potential, as well as the meaning of energy level
diagrams. Students are then able to immediately deter-
mine if their understanding is correct by interacting with
these same representations in the simulation. Including
sketching questions builds on the substantial literature
of sketching as a successful strategy for learning with
text [30,31] and work in chemistry education on sketch-
ing to promote representational competence using simu-
lations [32].
The simulation and activities were piloted with ten

students from the appropriate level (five students in each
of 2016 and 2017) in individual volunteer interviews
employing a think-aloud protocol. In the 2016 interviews,
students were first asked to explore the simulation freely
and then work on the associated activity. In the 2017
interviews, students worked on the activity directly, and
explored the simulation after working on the initial ques-
tions without simulation support. We made revisions to the
simulation and activity based on these interviews.

The pre-, mid-, and post-test questions were identical to
or similar to those used in a previous study [33]. The pretest
questions are shown in Fig. 3, and the mid- and post-test
questions are shown in Fig. 4. Examples of student
responses to the pre- and midtest questions are shown in
Fig. 5. The questions provided students with graphical
representations of perturbations of a one-dimensional
infinite square well and asked qualitative questions about

FIG. 2. A screenshot of the “Energy corrections in a perturbed infinite well” simulation.

a

V
0

Is the first-order correction to the 
energy for the ground state 
positive, negative, or zero?

Is the first-order correction to 
the energy for the first-excited 
state positive, negative, or zero?

For a different perturbation to the square well of width a below:

2.)

3.)

1.) Consider an infinite square well of width a with a delta function
      pertubation at x = 3a/4.  Is the first order correction to the ground
      state greater than, less than, or equal to the correction to the first 
      excited state? 

0

FIG. 3. Pretest questions on perturbations to infinite square
wells of width a. In 2016, the pretest questions were given to
students as multiple choice without the option to explain their
reasoning, while in 2017 they were asked on paper with a prompt
to explain their reasoning for each question.
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the sign and relative magnitude of the first-order energy
correction (Eð1Þ

n ¼ hnð0ÞjV̂jnð0Þi).
For the questions shown in Figs. 3 and 4, students

needed to qualitatively determine the inner product of the
given perturbation and the relevant probability density by
considering the sign of these functions and their product in
terms of the shapes of the relevant graphs. For the first
question of the post-test, for example, the ground state
probability density ψ2

1 is peaked around the center of the
well where VA is small, but the first excited state probability
density ψ2

2 is peaked around L=4 and 3L=4 where VA is
larger. Both energy corrections will be positive, as both the
perturbation and the probability density are positive inside
the well. However, the product of VA and ψ2

1 will have a
smaller area under the curve than the product of VA and ψ2

2.
Thus, the energy correction of the ground state will be
smaller than that of the first excited state. Answering the
pre-, mid-, and post-test questions required students to
interpret features of the given perturbation graph, to reason
graphically using the formula for the energy correction, and
to consider symmetry of the relevant graphs. Thus, the
questions probe representational competence related to
points 2, 3, 5, and 7 of the representational competence
framework in Sec. I.
Figure 1 shows the study design and time line of data

collection from a junior-level quantum mechanics course
at the University of St. Andrews (United Kingdom) and a
senior-level quantum mechanics course at California State
Fullerton (CSUF, USA) in 2016 and 2017. The junior- and

senior-level courses are typically taken by students in their
third or fourth year. In the junior-level course at St. Andrews,
perturbation theory followed discussions of the infinite
square well, the harmonic oscillator, and the hydrogen atom
in the previous semester. The senior-level course at CSUF
used a spins-first approach, and is the second semester of a
two-semester quantum mechanics sequence.
In both courses, students completed the pretest after

relevant instruction in perturbation theory but prior to
working with the materials. In 2016, the pretest questions
were given as clicker questions (St. Andrews) and as an
online quiz (CSUF). Students then had a few days to
complete the simulation activity as a homework assign-
ment. In the next lecture, students completed the midtest
on paper during 15 min of the lecture period and worked
through the tutorial with instructor support. The post-test
was part of the midterm assessment for credit. In 2017,
the pretest was completed on paper during 15 min of the
lecture period. The combined simulation-tutorial was run as
a homework assignment (St. Andrews) and as an in-class
collaborative activity (CSUF) with students finishing the

V
0

a/2 a0 a/2 a0

V
0

a/2 a0

V
0

a/2 a0

V
0

V
A

V
B

Midtest

Posttest

For the potential V
A
, is the first-order correction to the energy for 

the ground state greater than, less than, or equal to the 
first-order correction to the energy for the first-excited state?

For the ground state, is the first-order correction to the energy for 
potential V

B
greater than, less than, or equal to the first-order 

correction to the ground state energy for V
A
?

1.)

2.)

FIG. 4. The mid- and post-test questions using two perturbed
infinite wells of width a. Students were given the graphs shown
and asked the questions below the graphs, with a prompt to
explain their reasoning for each question.

Is the first-order correction to the 
ground state energy positive, negative,
or zero?

Response (a)

Is the first-order correction to the energy 
for the ground state greater than, less 
than, or equal to the first-order correction 
to the energy for the first excited state?

Response (b)

Response (c)

a/2 a0

V
0

a

V
0

0

FIG. 5. Examples of student responses to one of the pretest
questions (responses a and b to the top question) and one of the
midtest questions (response c to the bottom question). These
examples illustrate the representational competence level frame-
work used to characterize students’ reasoning. From top to bottom,
the responses were coded as levels 1, 3, and 5, respectively.
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assignment as homework. The midtest was completed in
the lecture following the submission of the homework and
students were given 15 min to answer. Students were not
provided with feedback on pre- and midtest answers.
For the 2017 pretest and the mid- and post-tests across

both years, students worked alone and without additional
aids. The post-test was part of the final exam. Excepting the
post-tests, none of the elements were assessed. However,
we have evidence that students took the pre- and midtests
seriously, with almost all students taking the entire time
allowed and completing all the questions, including pro-
viding explanations of their reasoning. There is some
evidence that upper-division physics students value these
types of formative assessments [34].
Only students completing the activities and the pre-,

mid-, and post-tests were included in the study. This led
to 53 students (40 St. Andrews and 13 CSUF students) in
2016, and 63 students (48 St. Andrews and 15 CSUF
students) in 2017 being included in the study.
Because of the different assessment regimes (unassessed

and for credit) and the fact that students may have revised
the material for the post-test, it is not possible in this study
to compare the efficacy of the different elements. This is,
however, not the aim of this paper. Instead, we are
interested in devising measures that characterize students’
use of representations, and exploring shifts in these
measures following targeted instruction. In Sec. IV, we
provide results of statistical tests of difference, as the
outcomes provide a baseline for future efficacy studies
and demonstrate the usefulness of these measures in
ascertaining aspects of representational learning.

III. ANALYSIS METHODS

This study focused on students’ spontaneous use of
representations to explain their answer in the pre-, mid-,
and post-test questions. For each item, students’ responses
were coded for correctness of the answer, which repre-
sentations were used to justify the answer (text, graphs,
mathematics), which graphs were made, and whether or not
each representation was used correctly. Representations
were only coded for the reasoning to justify an answer, not
for the answer itself. The mathematical reasoning code was
used for responses including the formula for the energy
correction, but not if symbols such as ψ , ψ2, or V were used
in text-based reasoning.
Consistency between the representations was coded as

consistent, partially consistent (e.g., if three representations
were used but only two were consistent) and inconsistent.
For example, if a student wrote the correct formula for the
energy correction but then incorrectly reasoned using the
wave function rather than the probability density, this was
coded as inconsistent. Sketches of the wave function were
coded as consistent with the energy correction formula and
text-based reasoning via the probability density. It is
possible for responses to be both consistent and incorrect

(approximately 5% of responses fall into this category).
Examples include students that reasoned correctly using the
incorrect quantum state (e.g., the first excited state rather
than the ground state), and responses without mathematical
reasoning that included a sketch of the wave function and
text-based reasoning via the inner product of ψ and V rather
than ψ2 and V.
Students’ reasoning was coded as correct if all repre-

sentations used were correct and consistent. The examples
of student work shown in Fig. 5 were coded as (a) incorrect
text-based reasoning, (b) incorrect mathematical reasoning,
and (c) correct and fully consistent text-based, graphical,
and mathematical reasoning.
In order to more fully characterize the quality of

students’ spontaneous use of representations and the links
between them, a representational competence level frame-
work devised by Kozma and Russell [20] for chemistry
education was adapted to devise descriptors for the differ-
ent levels for our assessment items. This framework (see
Table 1 in Ref. [20]) consists of five levels, ranging from
representation as depiction (level 1), early symbolic skills
(level 2), syntactic use of formal representations (level 3),
semantic use of formal representations (level 4) and
reflective, rhetorical use of formal representations (level 5).
Levels 1 and 2 are perceptual in that representations are
based only on perceptual features, without regard to syntax
or semantics. Level 3 is syntactic, in that formal repre-
sentations are used and linked only with a focus on
syntactic rules and surface features, not by considering
their underlying meaning. Levels 4 and 5 are semantic, in
that formal representations are used and linked by consid-
ering their shared underlying meaning. Level 2 includes
some symbolic abilities compared with level 1, but still
without regard to syntax or semantics. Compared with
level 4, level 5 also includes the ability to select and
construct the most appropriate representations for a given
situation and to explain the relationship between represen-
tations. Representations in levels 1, 2, and 3 may not be
scientifically accurate.
Figure 5 gives examples of student responses to the

assessment items illustrating the different levels. In
Fig. 5(a), the student states that “The first-order correction
to the energy of the ground state is negative as it brings VðxÞ
from V0 to −V0.” This student seems to see the energy
correction as the step in the perturbation in the middle of
the well. This answer only focuses on the perceptual features
of the graph given in the problem, without regard to the
formula for the energy correction or its meaning. Thus, this
answer was coded as level 1.
Figure 5(b) shows a mathematical solution to the same

problem as in Fig. 5(a). The student states the formula for
the energy correction but incorrectly assumes that V is
constant rather than a function of x as shown in the graph.
The student uses the normalization condition, but does not
consider that V ¼ V0 only over half the region of the well,
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not over the full region. This answer makes use of formal
representations, but does not link them to their underlying
meaning, e.g., by considering that here V is a function of x.
Thus, this answer was coded as level 3.
Figure 5(c) shows an answer to one of the midtest

questions asking students to compare the energy correc-
tions for the ground state and the first excited state for the
given perturbation. The student has written the formula for
the energy correction, explained the meaning of the formula
in words, and made graphs of the probability densities ψ2,
the perturbation V and the product Vψ2. The areas below
the product curves have been shaded, implying that these
areas are used to determine the final result that the ground
state energy correction is greater. This answer makes use of
correct representations and symbols and explicitly links
mathematics, graphs, and text to justify claims. Thus, this
answer was coded as level 5.
Table I lists types of responses seen in the assessments and

their mapping to representational competence levels. As
shown in Table I, a response needed to be fully correct to be
coded as level 4 or 5. However, fully correct responses could
also be coded as level 3 if the corresponding reasoning was
not precise enough. Thus the coding was conservative in that
responses were only coded as semantic if they were fully
correct with sufficiently detailed explanations that focused
on the meaning of the representations used.
A small subset of the data set was coded by both authors to

ensure clarity of the code descriptors. The full data set (653
codes per category, 5877 codes in total) was then coded
by one of the authors and by an undergraduate student
researcher using the given code descriptors. For the repre-
sentational competence levels, initial training used the 2017
pre- and midtest and 2016 post-test data, which typically led

to agreement around 68%. Disagreements were discussed
prior to a second round of independent coding by the student,
which led to the numbers quoted below. For the other codes,
no initial training in this formwas needed.Comparison of the
independent codes for the combined 2016 and 2017 data
yielded agreements ranging from 71.1% for the representa-
tional competence levels to 96.5% for students’ answers.
The use of graphical, text-based, andmathematical reasoning
and their consistency yielded agreements of 90.1%, 84.5%,
89.3%, and 80.2%, respectively. For the representational
competence levels, only 25 of 653 codes (3.8%) differed by
more than one level or were considered to have no reasoning
by only one of the coders.
Interrater reliability was also calculated via Cohen’s

kappa [35]. For the combined data set, Cohen’s kappa
ranged from 0.60 for the representational competence
levels to 0.95 for students’ answers. The use of graphical,
text-based, and mathematical reasoning and their consis-
tency yielded kappa values of 0.82, 0.75. 0.76, and 0.72,
respectively. In particular, all codes had values of kappa of
0.6 or above, implying satisfactory agreement. To ensure
consistency of coding across different types of responses,
the percent agreement and Cohen’s kappa were also
calculated for the pre-, mid-, and post-tests separately, as
well as for the 2016 and 2017 data separately.
In what follows, we present data from both institutions

combined. The same trends were seen in the data from
the two institutions individually, e.g., an increase in the
number of representations used, their consistency, and a
shift towards semantic representational competence levels.
The mean values for CSUF students were consistently
somewhat lower, but in most cases (and in all cases for the
midtest results) these differences were not statistically

TABLE I. Descriptors for the different representational competence levels for the pre-, mid-, and post-test responses.

Level 1 The greater the energy, the greater the energy correction
Energies are known and can not be corrected
The energy correction is the perturbation
The energy correction is given by how much ψ needs to be changed to turn into V

Level 2 Confusing Eð1Þ
2 with the second-order energy correction

Confusing the energy correction with the mixing coefficient
Using maths in meaningless ways

Level 3 Incorrect bra-ket mathematics
Summing rather than multiplying for the inner product
Only considering one component of the inner product
Reasoning via ψ rather than ψ2

Inconsistencies between representations
Just “shapes are similar” without further explanation

Level 4 Correct answer and correct and sufficiently detailed reasoning to demonstrate
understanding of the meaning of the representations used

Level 5 At least two representations are explicitly linked specific to the context of the question
If graphical reasoning is used, this includes a graph of ψ2

Additional insights beyond those required for a correct answer, e.g., sketching product
curves, symmetry considerations, etc.
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significant. For example, the percentage of correct answer
and reasoning in the 2017 pre-, mid-, and post-tests were
4.4%, 56.7%, and 50% for CSUF students, and 22.9%,
60.4%, and 58.3% for St. Andrews students. As another
example, the mean number of representations used in the
2017 pre-, mid-, and post-tests were 0.87, 1.37, and 1.87 for
CSUF students, and 1.35, 1.56, and 2.32 for St. Andrews
students. Given the similar trends seen in the data from both
institutions, the focus of this article on shifts between the
assessments rather than differences between the two groups
of students, and the relatively small student numbers
involved (40 St. Andrews and 13 CSUF students in
2016, and 48 St. Andrews, and 15 CSUF students in
2017), the data presented here is from both institutions
combined. In Sec. IV, all results of statistical significance
tests are reported for two-tailed tests.

IV. RESULTS

The main focus of this article is on students’ use of
representations. For completeness, the average percent of
students with correct answers and both correct answer and
reasoning are given in Table II. Reasoning was considered
correct if the mathematical, graphical, and/or text-based
reasoning used in a given response were all correct. Note
that no reasoning data for the 2016 pretest was available.

A. Number and types of representations

This section discusses research question 1: “Can one
characterize how students are using representations via the
number and type of representations spontaneously used
and the consistency between them?” The mean number of
representations used per assessment item is shown in
Table III. The increase in the mean number of representa-
tions between the 2017 pre- and midtest is significant
(t ¼ 3.079, df ¼ 62, p ¼ 0.003, d ¼ 0.49), with a
medium effect size d. The mean number of representations
used in the 2016 midtest was similar to the 2017 midtest.
Across both years, the mean number of representations in
the post-tests were significantly higher than in the midtests
(for 2017, t ¼ 7.744, df ¼ 62, p < 0.0005, d ¼ 1.28; for
2016, t ¼ 5.523, df ¼ 52, p < 0.0005, d ¼ 0.91). The
greater number of representations in the post-tests may
possibly be due to the framing of the post-tests as part an

assessment for credit compared with no credit being given
for the pre- and midtests.
There is substantial variation in student success depend-

ing on whether or not graphs were made and the types of
graphs made. Thus, this section looks in more detail at
the graphical representations used in students’ reasoning.
Table IV shows the types of graphs made by students for
the 2016 and 2017 assessment items. The Table is divided
into no graph, graphs of the wave function ψ (that some-
times also included a graph of the perturbation V), and
graphs of the probability density ψ2 (that sometimes also
included graphs of ψ and V). A very small number of
students (5 in total) just sketched the perturbation that is
given in the problem and were grouped into “no graph” in
the table. Comparing the 2017 pre- and midtests in the table
(the first two data columns), the fraction of responses with a
graph increased from the pre- to the midtest (t ¼ 2.469,
df ¼ 62, p ¼ 0.016, d ¼ 0.39). The mid- and post-test
results in Table IV are similar across both years. The
fraction of students making graphs was greater in the post-
tests than in the midtests (for 2017, t ¼ 2.942, df ¼ 62,
p ¼ 0.005, d ¼ 0.50; for 2016, t ¼ 2.748, df ¼ 52,
p ¼ 0.008, d ¼ 0.43), possibly due to the assessed nature
of the post-test compared with the unassessed pre- and
midtests. Table IV also shows a shift in the types of graphs
made by students from mostly wave function graphs in the
pretest to mostly probability density graphs in the midtest.
In the post-tests, more students in total made a sketch
compared with the midtest, but the fraction of students
making sketches of the probability density ψ2 was similar
to the midtests.

TABLE II. The mean percentage of correct responses for the
pre-, mid-, and post-tests, considering only students’ answers (A)
and considering both answer and reasoning (Aþ R). Errors are
the standard errors on the mean.

2017 (N ¼ 63) 2016 (N ¼ 53)

A correct Aþ R correct A correct Aþ R correct

Pre 46.6� 4.2 18.5� 4.0 40.3� 5.1
Mid 67.5� 5.1 59.5� 5.5 73.6� 4.4 61.3� 5.7
Post 69.8� 4.6 56.3� 5.6 81.1� 4.5 70.8� 5.6

TABLE III. The mean number of representations (graphs,
mathematics, text) used per assessment item in the pre-, mid-,
and post-test responses. Errors are the standard errors on the mean.

2017 (N ¼ 63) 2016 (N ¼ 53)

Pre Mid Post Mid Post

Mean number
of representations

1.24 1.52 2.21 1.65 2.10
�0.07 �0.07 �0.06 �0.07 �0.07

TABLE IV. The percentage of responses in the pre-, mid-, and
post-test responses with no graph (“None”), graphs of the wave
function ψ (that sometimes also included a graph of the
perturbation V), and graphs of the probability density ψ2 (that
sometimes also included graphs of ψ and V). Errors are the
standard errors on the mean.

2017 (N ¼ 63) 2016 (N ¼ 53)

Pre Mid Post Mid Post

None 75.2� 3.9 57.1� 5.4 37.3� 4.7 50.0� 5.7 34.0� 4.6
ψ 20.6� 3.6 7.2� 2.7 25.4� 4.5 8.5� 3.2 22.6� 4.8
ψ2 4.2� 1.6 35.7� 5.4 37.3� 5.5 41.5� 5.8 43.4� 5.2
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In the situations discussed in the materials, the first-order
energy correction is given by the inner product of the
perturbation and the probability density. Thus, a sketch of
the probability density is generally more productive than a
sketch of the wave function, which requires a mental
construction of the probability density to reason correctly
about the first-order energy correction using shapes or
symmetry. Table V considers the correctness of students’
responses in relation to the graphical representations used.
The top row of Table V shows that responses that included
a sketch of ψ2 were far more likely to have the correct
answer and reasoning than responses that had no sketch or
only included a sketch of ψ . The top row of Table V also
indicates that responses that included a sketch of ψ were
less likely to be correct compared with responses that
included no sketch or a sketch of ψ2. It is possible that
sketching ψ leads students astray in their answers or that an
incorrect interpretation of the formula leads students to
sketch ψ and reason incorrectly.
A common type of error seen in ∼8% of responses to the

assessment items was reasoning via ψ rather than ψ2. For
example, for the perturbation with odd symmetry shown at
the top of Fig. 5, students would incorrectly state that the
energy correction for the first excited state is positive, as
the product of V and ψ will be positive for all x and thus the
signed area under the product curve is positive. The middle
row of Table V suggests a correlation between sketching ψ
and this type of incorrect reasoning, as a higher fraction of
responses that sketched ψ showed this error compared with
responses with no sketch or with a sketch of ψ2.

B. Consistency between representations

Inconsistent use of representations in a given response
may indicate that students are not able to correctly interpret
the representations or not translate between them based on
their underlying meanings. Figure 6 shows the percentage of
responses with fully consistent, partially consistent (i.e., two
of three representations are consistent) and inconsistent use
of representations across the pre-, mid-, and post-test items.
Each question on the assessments was counted individually
in these distributions. Code “na” was used for students’
responses with only a single representation or with no
reasoning.

Comparing the 2017 pre- and midtests in Fig. 6 (the two
left-most columns), one can see an increase in the con-
sistency between representations and an increase in the
fraction of responses using multiple representations.
Comparing the 2017 mid- and post-tests in Fig. 6 (the
second and third left-most columns), one can see an
increase in the fraction of responses using multiple repre-
sentations, but little change in the fraction of fully con-
sistent responses, with more inconsistent or partially
consistent responses. A similar trend is seen comparing
the 2016 mid- and post-tests.
In order to assess the statistical significance of the

results, zero points were mapped to a single representation
or inconsistent representations (na and “no” in Fig. 6), one
point to partially consistent representations (“partial” in
Fig. 6) and two points to fully consistent representations
(“all” in Fig. 6). AWilcoxonmatched-pairs signed-ranks test
was carried out on the mean consistency values for each
student for pairs of assessment items. The difference between
the 2017 pre- and midtests was significant (z ¼ 3.774,
N-ties ¼ 18, p < 0.0005), whereas the difference between
themid- and post-testsweremarginally not significant across
both years (for 2017 z ¼ 1.825, N-ties ¼ 18, p ¼ 0.07; for
2016 z ¼ 1.902, N-ties ¼ 20, p ¼ 0.06).

TABLE V. The percentage of responses with both correct answer and reasoning (top row) and the percentage of incorrect responses
using ψ rather than ψ2 in the inner product to calculate the energy correction (middle row), separated into students that made no graph, a
graph of ψ , and a graph ψ2 as for Table IV. The bottom row shows the number of responses used to determine each of the percentages.
The mid- and post-test results were combined over both years.

Midtest (2016/17) Post-test (2016/17)

No graph ψ graph ψ2 graph No graph ψ graph ψ2 graph

Percentage answer and reasoning correct 47.2 38.9 83.1 60.2 39.3 79.6
Percentage with incorrect ψ reasoning 4.8 33.3 1.1 8.4 30.3 0.0
Number of responses 125 18 89 83 56 93
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FIG. 6. The percentage of responses with fully consistent (all),
partially consistent (partial), and inconsistent (no) use of repre-
sentations across the pre-, mid-, and post-test responses. Code na
was used for students’ responses with only a single representation
or with no reasoning.
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C. Characterizing representational competence

This section focuses on research question 2: “Can one
characterize students’ written responses in terms of repre-
sentational competence levels, and is it possible to measure
differences in the distribution of student responses across
these levels following targeted instruction?” Section III
describes the coding scheme for representational competence
levels for the assessment items. Figure 7 shows the distri-
butions across the representational competence levels for the
pre-, mid-, and posttest questions. The 2016 pretest did not
include reasoning, so that only the 2017 pretest is shown in
the figure. Each question on the assessments was counted
individually in these distributions. Code na was used if there
was no reasoning for a given assessment item.
In 2017, students completed the combined simulation-

tutorial between the pre- and the midtest. Figure 7 shows
that the 2017 pretest distribution has a greater fraction of
perceptual responses (codes 1 and 2) and lower fraction of
semantic responses (codes 4 and 5) than the 2017 midtest
distribution. A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test
was carried out on the mean representational competence
levels for each student for the pre- and midtest. Responses
with no reasoning were not included in the mean. The
increase between the 2017 pre- and midtest levels was
significant (z ¼ 5.795, N-ties ¼ 11, p < 0.0005). The
2017 mid- and post-test level distributions are very similar.
In 2016, students worked on the University of

Washington tutorial between the mid- and the post-test.
Figure 7 shows that the 2016 post-test distribution has a
greater fraction of semantic responses (codes 4 and 5) than
the 2016 midtest distribution. AWilcoxon test similar to the
one above showed a significant increase between the mid-
and post-test levels (z ¼ 2.642, N-ties ¼ 18, p ¼ 0.008).
The 2016 post-test results have a greater fraction of
semantic reasoning compared with 2017 (U ¼ 1305.0,
N1¼53, N2 ¼ 63, p ¼ 0.033), but students in 2016 had
more instruction (the stand-alone simulation assignment

and the tutorial) compared with 2017 (only the combined
simulation-tutorial).

V. DISCUSSION

The focus of this study was whether students are able to
make sense of the representations developed in the simu-
lation-tutorial and successfully make links between them.
Students used a greater number of representations in the
assessment items in the 2017 midtest compared with the
pretest. However, the number of representations alone does
not fully characterize students’ representational abilities, as
it does not include how these representations are used. Kohl
and Finkelstein [3] found that novices and experts differed
little in the quantity of representation used (albeit the
students studied came from representation-rich PER-
informed courses), but rather in how these representations
were used. Experts used representations tomake sense of the
physics,whereas unsuccessful novicesmade representations
out of a sense of requirement and not toward any particular
purpose. Hill and Sharma [15] found differences between
students with low and high representational fluency in the
number and variety of representations used, their coherence,
and the quantity of visual and symbolic representations.
Our study used the consistency between representations in
students’ reasoning and representational competence levels
adapted from the framework of Kozma and Russell [20]
to characterize how students were using representations.
Inconsistent use of representations was assumed to indicate
that students were notmaking sense of representations or not
connecting them based on their underlying meaning.
This study found an increase in the consistency between

representations from the 2017 pre- to midtest, and a shift
from perceptual to semantic reasoning as measured by the
representational competence levels. Thus, both the consis-
tency between representations and the representational
competence levels point to a shift towards greater semantic
use of representations after the simulation-tutorial. For the
2017 post-test compared with the midtest, there was a
significant increase in the number of representations used,
but little difference in the fraction of responses with fully
consistent use of representations and little difference in the
distribution over representational competence levels. The
fraction of fully correct answers also did not increase.
The framing of the post-test as an assessment for credit
may have led to greater representation use, but it did not lead
to a greater semantic use of representations. Thus, this study
shows the need to consider how representations are used and
not just their number to characterize representation abilities.
The ability to choose the most appropriate representation

for a given task is one aspect of representational compe-
tence (see point 2 in Sec. I). In this study, student responses
showed a correlation between correctness and the use of
particular representations. There were large differences in
correctness for responses that included probability density
graphs compared with those that did not. Responses with a
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FIG. 7. The distributions across the representational competence
levels for the pre-, mid-, and post-test responses for the 2016 and
2017 data. Levels 1 and 2 correspond to perceptual, level 3 to
syntactic and levels 4 and 5 to semantic use of representations.
Code na was used for responses with no reasoning.
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wave function graph were less likely to have correct
reasoning compared with responses with no graph or a
probability density graph. Some of the responses with a
wave function graph incorrectly reasoned via the wave
function rather than the probability density to determine the
energy correction. One interpretation of these results is that
probability density graphs are particularly productive in
qualitative reasoning about energy corrections, as they
reduce cognitive load in reasoning about the inner product
of V and ψ2 that yields the energy correction. Having
graphs of both components of the inner product visible (the
graph of V was given in the problem text) reduces cognitive
load compared with having only the graph of one compo-
nent visible or needing to mentally square a sketched wave
function graph. There is also some indication that the wave
function graph leads students astray to argue via the
symmetry of V and ψ , as a number of responses that
incorrectly reason via the inner product of V and ψ directly
make reference to the symmetry of ψ as shown in their
sketch. The materials developed for this study focus on
representations that are productive in qualitative reasoning
about energy corrections. This study shows the need to
support students in learning to choose the most appropriate
representation for a given task.
Students’ responses were characterized in terms of

perceptual, syntactic and semantic representational com-
petence levels. The distribution of students’ responses over
these levels characterized changes in students’ use of
representations between the pre-, mid-, and post-test.
This study demonstrates the implementation of a frame-
work focusing on perceptual, syntactic and semantic use of
representations for characterizing representational learning
and changes in representational competence throughout
instruction. This framework may be useful for many other
contexts as a way to characterize representations and
representational competence.
There are a number of limitations of this work. This

study only considered students’ spontaneous use of repre-
sentations in qualitative reasoning, and did not include
assessment items testing specific representational abilities
such as sketching the product function for two given
curves. Only 47 of 464 responses (10%) in the mid- and
post-tests included sketches of the product of the pertur-
bation and the probability density, and only 32 of these 47
responses (68%) were correct. For the St. Andrews students
completing the 2017 simulation-tutorial as homework, 67%
were successful at creating the product graph in the initial
problems without simulation support. For CSUF students
completing the 2017 simulation-tutorial in class with
instructor support, this fraction was 100%. This indicates
that scaffolding is needed to support students’ representa-
tional abilities to sketch a product function, and that
assessment items testing for this ability could be useful.
It may also be useful to ask students to reflect on and
improve the graphs they constructed prior to simulation use

when the combined simulation-tutorial is implemented as
homework and not in class with instructor support.
As the 2016 pretest did not include students’ reasoning, it

is not possible to directly compare the efficacy of the 2016
simulation activity with the 2017 combined simulation-
tutorial.
This study shows the need to support students in learning

to choose the most appropriate representation for a given
task. While the simulation-tutorial focuses solely on prob-
ability density and not on the wave function, a small number
of students still sketched the wave function in the midtests
and reasoned incorrectly, and a substantial number of
students made no sketch. Future work aims to include
reflective questions in the combined simulation-tutorial
getting students to reflect on which representations are most
useful for qualitative reasoning about the energy corrections.
The representational competence level descriptors

adapted to the assessment items were found to be suffi-
ciently reliable. However, the definitions of the levels and
their use with written responses have limitations. Our
coding was conservative in that responses needed to be
fully correct to be characterized as semantic (levels 4
and 5). This, however, led to some responses that were
quite detailed and almost correct still being categorized as
syntactic (level 3). Such answers may be more appropri-
ately described as a mixture of semantic and syntactic
reasoning, whereas the level descriptors are exclusive.
Also, while semantic use of representations characterizes
expert practice, syntactic use of representations when fully
correct may not distinguish between experts and novices, as
experts may also use syntactic reasoning for routine tasks.
Thus, interviews that provide more details on students’
thought processes and allow a fuller characterization of
perceptual, syntactic or semantic reasoning would be useful
to complement this study.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study has characterized students’
responses in terms of the number and types of representations
used, and perceptual, syntactic, and semantic representa-
tional competence levels to assess changes in students’ use
of representations. Following the simulation-tutorial, stu-
dents’ responses showed a shift from perceptual to semantic
reasoning, and an increase in the number of representations
used and the consistency between them.
This study has implications for the design of activities to

support representational learning with interactive simula-
tions. Students need to be supported in making sense of and
constructing the representations used in the simulation,
and reflect on which representations are most useful for a
given task.
This study also has implications for the characterization of

representational learning, in termsof the need to focusonboth
the number of representations used and how they are used.
The representational competence level framework adapted in
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this study may be useful for a wide range of contexts to
characterize and assess changes in representational abilities
and for comparative studies of the effectiveness of resources
in enhancing representational competence.
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